Slam’n Salmon Ocean Derby Vendors 2019

BOOTH NAME: ___________________________  BUS. NAME: ___________________________

CONTACT PERSON: _________________________  PHONE: __________________________

EXACT MEASUREMENTS OF SPACE NEEDED: __________________________________________

YOUR PRODUCT: ________________________________________________________________

PLEASE ATTACH YOUR NECESSARY LICENSING AND INSURANCE. INCLUDE: PHOTOS
OF FRONT, BACK, AND SIDES OF BOOTH; FULL AVAILABLE MENU/PRODUCT LIST;
AND ANY SPECIAL REQUESTS! Do you need electric?_______ Thank You!

Which area of the event do you and your product/service identify with?

Derby Mall: Retail merchandise of any medium or origin, think “Mall” or “Market”. People can
buy "non-consumable items" from you.
GO TO PAGE 2 (MAPS ON PAGE 5)

Spawning Grounds: Sports Bar, Game Lounge, and Food court. These are our food and
beverage folks! If you sell consumables, odds are, you belong here!
GO TO PAGE 3 (MAPS ON PAGE 5)

Smolt School & Scavenger Hunt: Kid friendly and family friendly activities, kiddie vendors,
Attractions, Cotton candy, toy trinkets etc.
Go to Page 4 (MAPS ON PAGE 5)

Non Profits/ Cause warriors: You know who you are. This means you have info to give or data
to collect! Please contact the planner to discuss your vision! 5412941252 or email:
coordinate@wcadventure.com
Derby Mall Vendors
“Think UPSCALE gift shop!”

How would you describe your vendorship? CIRCLE ALL APPLY

- Artist
- Crafter
- Home
- Upcycler
- Farmer
- Baker
- Sustainable Resource
- Wearables
- Specialty Items
- Jewelry
- Skilled Trade

Why? Prioritize those options in order of relevance and explain why they apply!

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Please Take this time and look at our maps (PAGE5) !!! AVAILABLE MALL SPACES ARE GREEN and are 12X12 and start at $150 for August 30th-Sept 1st ($50 per Day)! You are looking at 1000 attendees per day! Electricity, water availability, and actual size adjustment will reflect in your final booth cost! During intake interview. Thank you!

Please email the first and second page to coordinator@wcadventure.com and don’t forget to include: PHOTOS OF FRONT, BACK, AND SIDES OF BOOTH; FULL AVAILABLE MENU/PRODUCT LIST; AND ANY SPECIAL REQUESTS! Concept Drawings will be accepted!

PASTE: “DERBY MALL VENDORS” IN THE SUBJECT LINE! THANK YOU!

Owner Signature:______________________________________________________________

PRINT NAME:________________________________________________________________

MAILING ADDRESS:___________________________________________________________

CITY:____________________________ STATE:______

ZIPCODE:________________________
Spawning Grounds Vendors
“Think Derby; Sports Bar, Outdoor Gaming Lounge, and Food Court”

How would you describe your vendorship? CIRCLE ALL APPLY

- Grab’n’Go
- Fork and Napkins Needed
- Farmer Baker
- Sustainable Resource
- BEER
- Wine
- Sweets
- Snacks/Concessions
- Meals

Why? Prioritize those options in order of relevance and explain why they apply!

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Please Take this time and look at our maps (PAGE 5) !!! AVAILABLE SPAWNING GROUNDS SPACES ARE BLUE and are 12X12 and start at $150 for August 30th-Sept 1st ($50 per Day)! You are looking at 1000 attendees per day! Electricity, water availability, alcohol vendor agreements and actual size adjustment will reflect in your final booth cost! During intake interview. Thank you!

Please email the first and second page to coordinator@wcadventure.com and don’t forget to include: PHOTOS OF FRONT, BACK, AND SIDES OF BOOTH; FULL AVAILABLE MENU/PRODUCT LIST; AND ANY SPECIAL REQUESTS! Concept Drawings will be accepted!

PASTE: “SPAWNING GROUNDS VENDORS” IN THE SUBJECT LINE! THANK YOU!

Owner Signature:________________________________________________________________________

PRINT NAME:________________________________________________________________________

MAILING ADDRESS:____________________________________________________________________

CITY:____________________________ STATE:_____ ZIPCODE:________________________
How would you describe your vendorship? CIRCLE ALL APPLY

Artist Crafter Home Upcycler Farmer Baker Sustainable Resource
Wearables Specialty Items Jewelry Skilled Trade

Why? Prioritize those options in order of relevance and explain why they apply!

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Please Take this time and look at our maps (PAGE5) !!! AVAILABLE MALL SPACES ARE GREEN and are 12X12 and start at $150 for August 30th-Sept 1st ($50 per Day)! You are looking at 1000 attendees per day! Electricity, water availability, and actual size adjustment will reflect in your final booth cost! During intake interview. Thank you!

Please email the first and second page to coordinator@wcadventure.com and don’t forget to include: PHOTOS OF FRONT, BACK, AND SIDES OF BOOTH; FULL AVAILABLE MENU/PRODUCT LIST; AND ANY SPECIAL REQUESTS! Concept Drawings will be accepted!

PASTE: “DERBY MALL VENDORS” IN THE SUBJECT LINE! THANK YOU!